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---

**Travel Destination**
✓ Defining purpose and goal: planning institutional RD-support
✓ Monitoring development in technology, practices, policies

---

**Finding Companions**
✓ Forming a group: university staff, multi-stakeholder approach
✓ Project FDMentor: 5 Universities in Berlin/Brandenburg

---

**Supplies & Means**
✓ Input: RISE v1.1, CAF, CARDIO, DINI/ZKI, HRK, LEARN, LERU
✓ Financed by BMBF and University of Potsdam

---

**At the Crossroads**
✓ RISE framework: adapting it to German university context
✓ Deciding on the route:
  3 levels of capability in 8 support service areas

---

**Roadmap Points the Way Ahead**
✓ Decisions made: RISE-DE & roadmap complete
✓ Sharing experiences with the community
✓ Next journey: institutional implementation of RD-Services